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Our Mission
Mercy Education Limited is entrusted by the Institute of the Sisters of Mercy of Australia and Papua
New Guinea (ISMAPNG) to provide governance for its member colleges. It also supports a broad
range of Colleges to offer excellence in contemporary education in a safe environment,
enriched by the Gospels and faithful to the legacy of Catherine McAuley.

Our Vision
Mercy Education Limited supports a dynamic network of Catholic Colleges united by
a commitment to the Gospel of Jesus
fidelity to the tradition and spirit of Mercy and the mission
of Catherine McAuley
the provision of innovative, stimulating and inclusive
educational programs
a passion for social justice

Mercy Education

Goal One Catholic and Mercy Identity
To ensure that Catherine McAuley’s vision of the lived Gospel is at the heart of each education community.
STRATEGIES
Work in partnership with the Sisters of Mercy and the Institute of the Sisters of Mercy of Australia and Papua New Guinea
to achieve this Goal
Promote and live out the Mercy Education values of Compassion, Justice, Respect, Hospitality, Service and Courage
Participate in and support the development of programs in Mercy ethos for staff and students
Celebrate and promote the works of Mercy Education in the wider community and at appropriate forums
Build and strengthen relationships with other Mercy ministries
Work with school communities to encourage actions which contribute to ecological sustainability
Increase the access to our schools for low income families and the marginalised

Goal Two Corporate Governance
To function effectively as a corporate and legal entity and to exercise prudent stewardship that protects the
communities and resources of our Colleges in order to ensure the continuation of our mission.
STRATEGIES
Ensure legal and fiduciary compliance requirements are met
Oversee and approve financial management of schools including supervision of the annual audit and
budget approval functions
Oversee the process by which risk is regularly identified, managed, monitored and mitigated
Ensure our schools are child-safe schools where student safety and wellbeing are at the core of our mission and operations
Monitor, develop and enhance the policy, procedures and operational instructions framework of Mercy Education
at Board and school level
Investigate provision of governance for additional schools who indicate interest in joining Mercy Education
Investigate opening new schools on diocesan invitation
Develop a process of regular review of the Board’s effectiveness and engage in succession-planning processes

Service

Courage
Hospitality

Goal Three Excellent Educational
Communities

To support a culture of excellence and high expectations in a safe, contemporary and inclusive learning environment.
STRATEGIES
Develop a charter which articulates the characteristics of an exemplary Mercy school
Foster continuous school improvement processes
Provide opportunities and forums for senior leaders to share their knowledge and resources which reflect
best practice in the pursuit of high standards and quality outcomes
Continue to monitor the relevant government and diocesan processes of school review
Represent Mercy Education at significant school events
Engage with the Bishops and Catholic Education Offices in the dioceses in which our colleges are located
Participate in strategic systemic policy and committee work

Goal Four Outstanding Leadership
To select, support and develop outstanding senior leaders in each of our schools.
STRATEGIES
Oversee a rigorous process of selection, appointment and appraisal of senior leaders
Contribute to the building of leadership capacity
Investigate and implement ways to strengthen the relationship between College Advisory Council
and Mercy Education in order to support the leadership and strategic planning of the College
Support Principals in establishing a personal and professional wellbeing plan and monitor it through
goal setting and appraisal processes

Justice
Respect

Compassion

Our Story
Our Story...

eleven further convents and works of Mercy
throughout Ireland and England.

The Gospel of Jesus Christ is the
foundation stone of the Mercy story.
Through the story of Jesus we are called
and challenged to participate in a love
of all people that is non-judgemental,
unconditional and unending.
In 1778, Catherine McAuley was born in
Dublin, Ireland, at a time when Catholics
were literally second-class citizens.
Although her father died when she was
just a child, his strong Catholic faith and
concern for the poor left a firm impression
on Catherine McAuley. By the time she
reached adulthood, she had witnessed the
death of both parents, and experienced
considerable personal poverty. She then
worked for twenty years as housekeeper
and companion for an elderly couple and,
upon their deaths, received an unexpected
inheritance.

Catherine always maintained the special
obligation of Sisters of Mercy to educate
poor children, but she also saw the need
to educate other children in tuition-paying
schools. She sought to develop in all
students, the well-off and the poor alike,
a true commitment to the well-being
of all children and of the whole human
community. Here, as in her own personal
life, she sought to connect wealth with
poverty, needs with gifts, in ways that
build up the union and charity of all God’s
people. She loved each student, found
joy in the presence of young people, and
celebrated their development. She valued
“good order” in schools, but cautioned
against “too many laws, for if you draw the
string too tight it will break”.

In 1824, Catherine used her inheritance
to begin building the first House of Mercy
at Baggot Street. Here, Catherine and
other lay women would shelter homeless
women, reach out to the sick and dying,
and educate poor girls. As this group and
their mission expanded, Catherine and her
co-workers determined to found a new
religious congregation to enhance the
reach, understanding and longevity of what
they had commenced.

In 1846, Mother Ursula Frayne, who had
worked with Catherine McAuley, led the
first Mercy community to Australia, arriving
in Perth and establishing a school.

In 1831, she and two others professed their
vows as the first Sisters of Mercy. Before
her death in 1841, Catherine had founded

Whilst the numbers of Sisters of Mercy in
Australia have been decreasing for some
decades, they remain a powerful force

In 1857 she moved on to Melbourne,
founding another school and an
orphanage. Today, over thirty secondary
schools and many more primary schools
around Australia can trace their foundation
back to the Sisters of Mercy.

in their own right and continue to action
Catherine’s mission in new ways – leading
the fight against violence against women,
human trafficking, and reaching out to
asylum seekers.
In 2011, on the 180th anniversary of the
founding of the Sisters of Mercy, fifteen
different groups of sisters came together to
form one new Congregation known as the
Institute of Sisters of Mercy of Australia and
Papua New Guinea (ISMAPNG).
In partnership with a broad community
of lay people, the institutional ministries
of the Sisters of Mercy continue to labour
in the service of the Gospel – in schools,
hospitals, aged care facilities, domestic
violence shelters and welfare agencies.
Each person who works in these ministries
is to be regularly challenged with the Mercy
story. Each person is to be confronted with
the question:
How do I carry out the work of Jesus Christ,
Catherine McAuley and the Sisters of
Mercy in my life, work and vocation?

‘Our Story’ includes extracts from ‘The Life
and Legacy of Catherine McAuley’ by Mary
Sullivan rsm
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